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About this research.

The aim of this research was to provide insights and inspiration for an innovation project about the future of radio. The 
project was called Better Radio Experiences.  We chose to learn more about how young adults (18-21 years old) currently 
engage with radio and sound.  The research formed the basis for the ideation of various radio experiences that are being 
prototyped by the Better Radio Experiences team.

This research was intentionally discrete, rapid, qualitative, and of limited scope. It produced fresh perspectives and new 
insights that were useful in ideation; many of the insights did however validate previous, broader research studies.

We recruited nine participants; male and female. Seven of the participants were 18 years old, in college and studying a 
creative course, such as music or dance. One participant was 18 years old and in full-time work. One participant was 21 
years old, out of college and employed in part-time work.  All participants were from the Bristol area.



We did a diary study, research interviews and a co-
creation workshop.

We did a one-week diary study that asked participants to share photographs and short text entries about the things they 
were listening to, and their context and experience of it.  
 
Soon after the diary study, we did remote one-on-one interviews to explore themes that came out of the study.

Lastly, seven of the nine participants took part in a one-day, co-creation workshop in Bristol, which was facilitated by Rusty 
Squid.
 
This deck documents insights learned from the research as a whole.
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1. How young adults engage with sound
2. Young adults, music and a digital life
3. How young adults discover music
4. Music and emotions
5. Sound in social circumstances and in the home
6. Things we’ve built based on this research (coming soon)
7. An evaluation session with 15-year-old students



1. How young adults engage with sound
Smartphones rule the world. Nothing new there.  
Young adults are generally negative about their experience of 
radio. But it’s still part of their lives. (Context forces them to listen to 
radio.) 
Clean and crisp sound is important: “so I can hear the lyrics.”  
They want control over the various elements of the sound.  



Smartphones are the most popular way to listen to music, 
podcasts and radio.
 
This was mostly because of convenience. Battery life, data limits, and phone storage were seen as limits in using the phone as a 

listening device. Some participants used radios or laptops: to avoid using too much battery and data, or to be able to listen to music 
while using their phone for something else. External bluetooth speakers could solve this problem (and were desired), though most of 
our research participants couldn’t afford them.

“I think it’s just because, nowadays, everyone’s got their phones on them. Like I’ve always got my phone on me or near me. So, if I want to put 
music on, then I’ll just put it on my phone. I know it’ll be loud enough for me to hear near me.”

"…if I’m in the kitchen then I’ll put the radio on, so that way I can use my phone and it’s not using too much battery.”

“I’m listening on my laptop because I can then use my phone if someone rings me.”



Participants were generally negative about their radio 
experience. Many felt underserved. They wanted less ‘chat’ 
and ads.
 
“If they didn’t talk in between every song, I’ve heard two songs so far and it’s been broken by two long periods of conversation.”

They’re a generation used to on-demand, personalised, auto-generated playlists and the ability to skip:

"...the radio it’s a bit hit-and-miss really, because if you don’t like the song that’s come on, you can’t skip it and then you’re there, sort of, forever 
changing between stations to try and find a song that you want, whereas on your playlist you know you’re going to potentially like all the songs 
that come on it.”

Participants who were interested in ‘underground’ music  - those who did not listen to chart music - felt significantly underserved.

“...that's something that me and my friends complain about a lot, that there’s nothing on the radio ever. You scroll through for like 20 minutes 
and don’t find anything.”



However, participants did still listen to radio: they don’t 
enjoy radio, but it is part of their lives. 

“I rarely listen to podcasts or anything. It's literally just music or sometimes, on rare occasions, maybe football matches on the radio, the 
commentaries and whatever…”

“[BBC Radio 2] makes me feel a bit more informed about the news and what’s going on in the world and also makes me feel energised 
and ready for the day.”

"It's a radio station I listen to every day and I'm used to listening to it.”

“I was doing college work and decided to listen to the radio instead of my playlist on my phone to add a bit of difference in genre of music.” 



Listening to the radio was usually imposed by context, such 
as ‘in the car’, ’at work’, ‘with someone who does listen to 
the radio’, or ‘because of my battery’.

“[On the radio in the car] I mean, there are the odd annoying songs that come on, but I think we’re just, kind of, accepting that that’s 
the situation that we have to be in, you know. We can’t pick the songs that we want.”

“Generally, just my Spotify playlists that I’ll put on shuffle, but if I’m in the kitchen then I’ll put the radio on, so that way I can use my 
phone and it’s not using too much battery.”

“I don't really enjoy the music that's playing so its kind of irritating playing in the background, but my friend likes the radio station.”

“It’s always the radio in the morning because I like the talking and hearing people talk…. So I put that on in the car and head to work. 
Once I’m in work, it’s also on there.” (In full-time work and more engaged with radio than other participants. See next slide.)



Participants wanted sound to be 'clean' and 'crisp', mostly so 
they could hear the lyrics. They also wanted control over the 
sound’s elements. 
Participants were generally happy with the sound quality of their smartphone and generic headphones. Sound quality has a lot to do 
with budget and not being able to afford good audio equipment. And portability: participants often listened to music at college, on-
the-go, or at a friend’s house and their smartphones suit this best. 

“… at the lower volumes, it can be quite difficult to hear.  Then also, like the further away you get from the phone, the less you can hear what 
they're saying - the lyrics and everything.” 
 
“I think the most important part of music for me is quality, really, because I have to be able to hear exactly what’s going on in the song so 
that I can attach my emotions to it or attach my mood to it.” 
 
“... you know with music production, you can add more bass, or something? You can do it in a car, you can add, like, more bass, maybe 
something like that, because sometimes I think maybe it would be good if I could have more guitar, or more bass, you know?”



2. Young adults, music and a digital life 
Young adults have a plethora of channels available to engage 
with sound. It’s generally seen as a cheap, ‘invisible’, and 
throwaway, but essential to their happiness. This is music and 
sound in an increasingly online, subscription-based, and on-
demand environment. And… old technology lives on!



YouTube is king: “it’s got everything on it, and it's free”.

All the participants had YouTube growing up: it’s a faithful tool that they’ve always had access to, for free. Participants used YouTube to 
'rip' music, and find alternative mixes or covers not available anywhere else. (SoundCloud was also mentioned as a free source of music 
- it was popular with ‘underground’ music fans looking for up-and-coming artists.)

“I don’t have Spotify actually, no. I’ve thought about getting it but I don’t know, I’ve never really got round to it because of the fact that I just do it 
all on YouTube. Because it’s so easy on YouTube and I know everything’s on there, sort of thing. I’ve never really looked into getting Spotify even 
though I know how useful it is. Loads of my friends have it.” 

“To find anything I like, I just go straight to YouTube because I know it will definitely be on there.... I usually just go into YouTube and type it in 
every time that I want to watch it, I don’t bookmark or anything.”

“[YouTube’s] got different covers of songs that aren’t on Spotify because they’re not officially released. So I quite enjoy listening to covers.”



Participants ripped music off YouTube.
Participants did express some guilt around ripping music. They were very particular that they would always buy the music, either as digital 
copy or as a CD, if they were a devoted fan of the artist. Otherwise music is seen as something that’s “not actually there”: a throwaway, not-
owned resource that can instantly shift “to suit my mood”. 

“[YouTube rip off sound quality] is actually brilliant, it’s no different to buying it off iTunes because sometimes I feel like it’s a bit of a rip off... like, 
eighteen songs are something like £15. I mean, don’t get me wrong, the CDs would be that expensive, but for something that’s on your phone and it’s 
not actually physically there, it’s a bit expensive.”

“I don’t [buy the songs], I use the illegal way. I YouTube download it. Basically, you copy the link from YouTube and you convert it into a file and then 
you save it onto your computer, plug your iPhone in and go onto iTunes and copy the file and paste it into your music list.”

“I don’t often buy albums now because I don’t know, there just aren’t really albums coming out from artists that I like much, that I really would love 
to listen to. When the Tribe one was coming out I thought straight away, ‘Yes, I need to buy that, I need to check it out,’ because I love Tribe and I want 
to support them and stuff and have the best quality copy of the album.”



YouTuber podcasts were popular.

Several participants mentioned listening to YouTubers; we know that YouTubers are popular with the age group and have often been 
listened to since childhood. Podcasts via iTunes etc. were not broadly popular though.

“...at night, that’s when I just want to relax and everything, I’ll stick on Spotify or I use CastBox to listen to [podcast name], which is just, like, 
a little podcast thing that I use for podcasts of YouTubers that I watch. They do podcasts [audio], as well, so I listen to those.”

“A podcast from one of my favourite childhood YouTubers [Tyler Oakley and Korey Kuhl]... If I’m struggling to sleep, I find listening to 
someone talk or read really helps.”

“In the descriptions in the YouTube videos they have, ‘Oh, listen to my podcast, now.’ So, I’ll click on that and it takes you somewhere. So, I 
download them beforehand [off YouTube] and just listen to them whenever I want to.”



Participants were simplistic in their use of playlists.

Our participants didn’t tend to carefully curate, name or maintain playlists. As passive ‘explorers’, they often just shuffle and skip 
through 'my general playlist' or machine-generated playlists e.g. Spotify Weekly. Sharing playlists was mentioned regularly, as was making 
playlists for specific occasions.

“Like, I make playlists by just throwing every single song that I like at the moment together, and just playing them so much to where I get, like, 
sick of them and have to remove them from the playlist.”

“I don’t really keep it up to date, to be honest. I don’t really go back and delete things, just because it takes so long... because with Spotify, 
there’s a whole lot of moving around [to delete it].”

“I usually just go into YouTube and type it in every time that I want to watch it, I don’t bookmark or anything.”

“I have a lot of playlists on there. Like, from years ago as well because I’ve had Spotify for a few years. So, like, I can really go back and literally 
see my puberty on my playlists on Spotify. Normally I try and keep to a few playlists now.”



Old technology lives on!

Most participants played CDs at least occasionally, sometimes vinyl, and even cassettes! Using old technology seemed mostly because 
of a lack of budget: their cars had cassette/CD players, CDs are cheaper to purchase than electronic versions, and parents often had a 
CD and/or vinyl collection.

“I buy a lot of CDs. I buy more vinyl than I do CDs, if I’m honest, because I have a vinyl record player. So, I’ve got twenty vinyls, I think, 
something like that. My mum and dad both have vinyl records probably out of their generation, so we often play that. I don’t buy what I’ve got 
on my phone on CDs, I buy a lot of ’80s songs. So, the Ministry of Sound ’80s classic, sort of, stuff.” 
 
“I had a nice long drive and put on one of my newer CDs, because I listen to CDs in my car. When I bought it it had a CD player so I put 
loads of my old CDs in, but then I went looking for loads of new ones, sort of, albums I wanted just so that I’ve got them for the car.” 
 
“... my friend Alex listens to cassettes in his car, he doesn’t even have a CD player.” 



3. How young adults discover music
Suggestion engines, pre-made playlists, social media channels 
and recommendations from friends mean that young adults often 
discover new music passively. 
The middle spot on this is watching trending lists and surfing 
Soundcloud. 
You have to be a real fan to follow a band’s movements or buy their 
physical album. 



The participants were generally passive in their approach to 
discovering music.

Participants relied on social media, recommendation engines and their immediate network of friends to find new music. In general, 
they tend to happen across new music rather than search it out. (Some participants spoke about watching trending lists and searching 
artists out, but passive discovery was much more common.) 

“I saw it pop up on my phone and decided to listen to it again.”
 
“I have Soundcloud, and I find a lot of music through that too because normally if you just play a song, more will play after as well. It’s one of 
those things that will just, you know, push more music at you.”

“Yes, or Facebook Messaging really… My friend is like an absolute fanatic, like, he follows the scene… He updates me with a lot of stuff 
that’s happening, but that’s just through word of mouth. I’d say a lot of it is through Facebook because it obviously gives you the option to Like 
all the pages of the artists and then when something’s happening they’ll promote that a lot and it will come up for you.”



Active searching: Some participants spoke about watching 
trending lists and searching artists out. 
Our research participants shared music via Facebook Messenger groups. Often, actively searching out new music was related to 
being seen as an influencer or contributor to a group.
 

“It’s mainly just the Facebook chat, because you can literally just screenshot what you’re listening to and just put it in, but if we’re out and 
about and you remember that you’ve listened to something and you’re, ‘Oh, guys, I listened to this the other day,’ and then just chat a bit 
about it….” 

Some participants actively searched for new music, primarily using trending lists.
 

“A lot of the time, kind of, on Apple Music. I go on sites browsing and there are ‘New Music’ or ‘Trending Now’ sections, or if there is a 
specific mood I’m in, I will just search by genre.”

“I tend to look at the BBC website, like the BBC Radio One, because they have the Live Lounge and they also have the Introducing new 
artists’ thing.  Also just, like, the charts on the iTunes because sometimes there will be newcomers in the charts and you can preview the song and 
see if it’s okay.” 



3. Music and emotions
Young adults use sound to manage mood, stress levels, and to 
create an atmosphere. 
They’re anxious in general and “can’t bear” the thought of 
silence.



Participants used sound to manage mood.

Some participants sought out specific artists, tracks, playlists or podcasts to ‘medicate’ a mood and felt that their choice was intuitive. 
Some simply put 'my general playlist' on shuffle and skipped till they found something that "hit the spot”. The meaning of the song played 
an important role, and therefore knowing the lyrics and sound quality were important too. 

“I’m in a bad mood as I’ve just had a massive, petty argument with my Mum and Dad... Definitely, it's calming me down and distracting me 
from how angry I am.”

“I would go on the [Spotify] app, and then I’d play a song and test it, and be like, ‘Is this making me feel like I want to feel?’ If not, I will pick 
something a bit different.” 

There was also a sense of using music (and headphones) to create your own space - to get away from it all.

“So, if I’m really stressed out at work, then it’s automatic [to put] two earphones in. Normally, I’ll put one in, so I can hear everything around me. 
But if it’s at the point where I just need a moment to myself, I’ll put both of them in.”



Please. Anything but the quiet!
These young adults came across as busy and stressed. All participants expressed anxiety around silence, and the 
necessity of music/sound in their life: as a distraction, to make time move faster, to "have my own space", make social 
situations less awkward, and, as we’ve seen, to manage stress and emotions. Several participants had problems going to 
sleep and used YouTuber podcasts or music (one played music all night) to help them sleep. 

“I like having background noise. I can’t sit in silence. I find it awkward. It’s horrible.... at work, it kind of makes us go slower, and just music, or 
someone talking, or anything, helps the time go by a little bit.”

“I just don’t like doing things in silence, like, I don’t like sit-down exams, I don’t know what it is, it just makes me feel really, like, eerie, and like 
I’m on edge. It’s the same if I’m blow drying my hair, I have to do something, because I feel like if I can’t hear something, I want to see 
something, and if I can’t see, I want to hear something. I’m one of those people that kind of, just needs to hear, or be distracted.”

“I’d feel really agitated really quickly, I think. [With no sound.] I don’t know, sometimes I can go without music, it’s not like a drug, sort of. It’s 
not like I feel, like, deprived of music. But I think it would unconsciously just make your mood a lot worse. I listen to it day-in, day-out.”



5. Sound in social circumstances and in the home
Does the move from college to work life shift what young adults 
listen to? We think it might. 
Most young adults aren’t honest with friends about their full 
range of music choices. 
How you listen to music - headphones or really loud on the 
speakers - depends on who’s at home. 

This participant’s friends 
think that he listens 
exclusively to hiphop. 



Does a shift from college to working life change how young 
adults engage with sound?

We had one participant who was older, out of college and in full-time work. How she engaged with music and radio was different 
to our in-college participants. She related that she spent a lot less time hanging out with friends now that she was in work, primarily 
listened to the radio at work, and that her listening habits had changed (in a short space of time). This might be explored in future 
research.
 

“When we [my boyfriend and I] met, it was around the time of exams and stuff, so we’d studied a lot together.  Whereas now, I've passed 
my driving test, so we don’t [share earphones] as much [like we used to on the bus].”

“... before I found out about podcasts and stuff, it wasn’t really, I suppose, of my age group. So it wasn’t something that I would’ve listened 
to. I knew my Mum would listen to her podcasts in the day when she was at work, when I was in college I was more into downloading an 
album and listen to the songs, more than anything.”



Most participants felt that their music tastes were more 
diverse than their friends’. This was not the case.

We discovered this because several of our participants knew each other (a recruitment failure that resulted in some interesting 
insights), and each person thought that their friend/s were much more limited in their choices than they were. In quietly 
accommodating each other, they don’t seem to discover the full range of each other’s music choices.

“I think it’s more pop when I’m with my friends. Like, more kind of what’s new, in the music business, but I think when I’m on my own, I tend 
to listen to kind of, indie rock more, or old-school RnB, that was another one. Old-school, kind of, party songs.” 
 
“... I have a really full, broad music taste, so I am quite open to anything, so I am quite happy listening to a lot of things, whereas with friends, 
even though we do, kind of, have the same taste, it will be, sort of, slightly different.  We will just play songs we know we all enjoy.  There is no 
point if you’re there, to chill with friends putting on a song that only you enjoy…"



Listening at home.

Participants were conscious of making noise depending on who was in the house and the time of day, and used headphones to 
work around this. 
 

“I wish I didn’t have to listen to it through headphones but I had to because I didn’t want to wake my parents up.” 
 
“I do have a speaker, it’s one of those little ones which is like the shape of a ball that you can Bluetooth to and it plays out loud, so I do 
sometimes do that, depending if anyone else is home.”

“Most of the time, if I'm listening with my headphones, it'll probably just be on my own in my bedroom. If I'm down in the kitchen or 
something and people are there, I tend not to listen with my headphones, so that I can, kind of, talk and catch up and stuff instead.”

“I’m downstairs with my parents but my earphones are in.” 



6. Things we’ve built based on this research
Over two hackdays we developed nine prototypes in response 
to user insights and needs. 



Prototype What it does User Research

Enloudinator Volume responds to environmental noise and gets louder or 
softer in response.

Participants spoke about multitasking and battling to make sure the 
audio was at the right volume e.g. when I’m blow-drying my hair, 
showering, or making a noise with my friends.

se with friends.Peeps A short, personalised radio show that’s automatically produced 
based on the social media postings of the personalities a user 
follows.

When I'm a fan, I want to know about artists’ lives, not just their 
music.

CAKE An audio recipe ‘radio’ that plays your own music in-between 
instructions.

Not related to an obvious user need, though it does relate to a 
research theme of multitasking and listening to “my music”.

Emoji Parade A feature that translates lyrics into emojis. e.g. November Rain 

📅☔ 

Emotion and lyrics were important aspects of music for research 
participants. Participants explored using emojis to express 
emotions during the co-creation workshop. We used those 
explorations to create Emoji Parade.



Prototype 
(project)

What it does User Research

Gignmix Allows four friends to play the components of a song 
together, with different interactions for each controller.

I want to find and listen to music that will be played at a festival or 
gig that I’m going to, so that I can know the lyrics when I’m there.  

I want to be able to adjust the elements of the music, so that the 
sound is clean and crisp and I can hear the lyrics. 

Everything 
Avoider

An interaction that allows users to hit a stick to skip 
songs or segments.

I want to be able to skip things I don’t like on the radio. I want less 
chat (that’s not relevant to me) and ads on the radio.

Object Based 
Media

Users can associate sounds - a song, or any other 
recorded sound - with a physical item, like a hat or book. 
When they pick that item up, they can hear the associated 
sound.

I want to listen to music from a festival or gig that I went to, so that 
I can reminisce about the good times we had.

Soundtrack to my 
life

A device that responds to your heart rate, position and 
speed and plays music accordingly i.e. faster music if your 
heart rate is faster.

I need some kind of sound on all the time, so that I don’t feel 
anxious or bored. 

Moodulator A radio-like device that allows users to ‘tune to their 
mood’. Turn the nob to red to hear happy and upbeat 
music; turn the nob progressively to blue to hear sadder 
music.

I want to listen to music that suits my mood so that I can feel better 
without needing to search through playlists.



7. An evaluation session with 15-year-old students

We ran a half-day evaluation workshop with sixteen 15-year-old 
students at the University Technical College based 
in MediaCityUK. The aim of the session was to gather young 
people’s immediate responses to the audio-based prototypes, 
generate ideas for improving them and provide space for new 
ideas. The session also served to further explore young 
people’s attitudes towards audio experiences.





An overview of what we learned from the workshop

• From a methodological point of view, we learned that the prototypes that were produced during the second, wider hack event 
were much better received than those produced during the first part of the project.

• For most prototypes, the participants wanted the concept to be produced as an app, or using bluetooth, gesture and voice 
control technology.

• There was one prototype that saw participants debate the necessity of a screen and whether audio-only and physical 
experiences weren’t valuable too.  About half the group argued that the physicality of the prototype (‘Object Based Media’) 
enabled them to delve deeper and more easily into memories and experience. This is a very interesting route of enquiry, and 
was a strong theme in our earlier research.

• Portability was important to our participants. They wanted items to be in their phone and/or light and portable, such as a 
wearable. 

• As in our earlier research, the theme of “my music” was strong. Participants wanted to be able to connect the prototypes to 
their personal sources of music e.g. Soundcloud, Spotify or Apple Music.

• The workshop validated earlier research for this project: participants expressed that they don’t listen to radio unless it’s forced 
by context, such as in the car.  They also expressed that they don’t like radio because “It’s not my music.  And I can’t skip songs 
I don’t want to listen to right now”.



Find out more.

To find out more about this research, contact Kate Towsey  
@katetowsey 

To find out more about Better Radio Experiences, contact Libby Miller  
@libbymiller

https://twitter.com/katetowsey
https://twitter.com/katetowsey

